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Abstract
ゲs Statistica旭 mode旭旭ing of anima旭 movement data is a rapid旭y growing area of  
researchs Typica旭旭y thoughp these mode旭s have been deve旭oped for ana旭ysing the 
tracks of individua旭 anima旭s and we 旭ose sight of the impact anima旭s have on each 
other with regards to their movement behaviourss We aim to deve旭op a mode旭 
with a f旭exib旭e socia旭 framework that a旭旭ows us to capture that informations
ゴs Our approach is based on the concept of socia旭 hierarchiesp and this is embedded 
in a mu旭tivariate diffusion process which mode旭s the movement of a group of ani-
ma旭ss The possibi旭ity of switching between behavioura旭 states faci旭itates dynamic 
socia旭 behaviours and we augment the observed data with samp旭ed state switch-
ing times in order to model the animals' behaviour naturally in continuous time. 
In additionp this enab旭es us to carry out exact inference in a Bayesian setting with 
the benefits of being ab旭e to hand旭e regu旭arp irregu旭ar and missing datas A旭旭 move-
ment and behaviour parameters are estimated with Markov chain Monte Car旭o 
methods.
ザs We examine the capabi旭ity of our mode旭 with simu旭ated data before fitting it 
to GPS 旭ocations of five wi旭d o旭ive baboons Papio anubis. The results enable us 
to identify which anima旭s are inf旭uencing the movement of others and whenp 
which provides both a dynamic and 旭ong､term static insight into the groupｷs so-
cial behaviours.
ジs Our mode旭 offers a f旭exib旭e method in continuous time with which to mode旭 the 
network of socia旭 interactions within anima旭 movements Doing so avoids the 旭imita-
tions caused by a discrete､time approach and it a旭旭ows us to capture rich informa-
tion with regards to a groupｷs socia旭 structurep 旭eading to constructive app旭ications 
in conservation and management decisionss Howeverp current旭y it is a computa-
tiona旭旭y expensive task to fit the mode旭 to datap which in turns 旭imits extending 
the mode旭 to more fruitfu旭 but comp旭ex cases such as heterogeneity in space or 
individua旭 characteristicss Furthermorep our socia旭 hierarchy approach assumes a旭旭 
re旭evant anima旭s are tracked and that any interactions have some orderingp both 
of which narrow the scope within which this approach is appropriates
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
The research area of statistica旭旭y mode旭旭ing anima旭 movement has 
rapid旭y expanded in recent yearss This has in part been driven by 
the increase in avai旭abi旭ity of movement data ｪesgs from GPS tagsｫ 
coup旭ed with the potentia旭 insightp from habitat preference to mon-
itoring the impacts of a changing environmentp that can be gained 
from ana旭ysing it ｪKaysp Crofootp Jetzp ｹ Wike旭skip ゴグゲズｫs
This has 旭ed to a broad range of methods to be deve旭opeds For 
instancep the hidden Markov mode旭 approach uti旭ises the computa-
tiona旭 efficiency of discrete time ｪLangrock et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫ whi旭st the 
continuous､time corre旭ated random wa旭k formu旭ation by Johnsonp 
Londonp Leap and Durban ｪゴググ芦ｫ offers more f旭exibi旭ity with regards 
to irregu旭ar data interva旭ss Dunn and Gipson ｪゲゾゼゼｫ introduced mod-
e旭旭ing anima旭 movement as a diffusion processp a concept that has 
been bui旭t up on by B旭ackwe旭旭 ｪゲゾゾゼp ゴググザｫp Harris and B旭ackwe旭旭 
ｪゴグゲザｫ and B旭ackwe旭旭p Niup Lambertp and LaPoint ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ to account 
for mu旭tip旭e movement behaviourss
Typica旭旭yp these methods have been deve旭oped for ana旭ysis 
of individua旭 anima旭s and so they fai旭 to account for the impacts 
that social animals have on each other's movement behaviours. 
With increasing abi旭ity to obtain simu旭taneous tracking data from 
mu旭tip旭e anima旭s within a group ｪWest旭eyp Berdah旭p Torneyp ｹ 
Birop ゴグゲ芦ｫp we now have the opportunity to bui旭d these socia旭 
interactions into our mode旭ss Indeedp recent work has begun to 
exp旭ore that possibi旭ity ｪLangrock et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Niup B旭ackwe旭旭p ｹ 
Skarinp ゴグゲ葦ｫ through treating the group as a co旭旭ective during the 
movement.
Howeverp being ab旭e to dri旭旭 further into the socia旭 behaviour of a 
groupp such as identifying anima旭s with high 旭eve旭s of inf旭uencep wi旭旭 
provide us with richer information on their socia旭 structuresp with 
usefu旭 app旭ications in conservation efforts ｪKingp Feh旭mannp Birop 
Wardp ｹ F訟rtbauerp ゴグゲ芦q West旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Outside of statistica旭 
mode旭旭ingp approaches have been taken to extract this desired in-
formation from within the datap such as Strandburg､Peshkinp Farinep 
Couzinp and Crofoot ｪゴグゲズｫ 旭ooking for moments where co旭旭ective 
movement decisions have occurred and how the scenario deve旭opeds
In this paperp we deve旭op a socia旭 framework in our movement 
mode旭 to capture those intra､group interactionss This is inspired by 
order旭y socia旭 hierarchiesp which are shown to be preva旭ent across a 
broad array of taxa ｪMcDona旭d ｹ Shizukap ゴグゲザｫs The need to keep 
these hierarchies dynamic ｪChase ｹ Lindquistp ゴグゲ葦ｫ a旭so works in 
conjunction with more f旭uid arrangements such as fission､fusion 
dynamics ｪRamos､Fern史ndez ｹ Mora旭esp ゴグゲジｫ meaning we can ac-
count for an extensive range of socia旭 constructss
Furthermorep we formu旭ate this in continuous times In doing sop 
the interactive behaviours we define are not married to the tempora旭 
sca旭e of the observationsp we avoid the approximations caused from 
ana旭ysing discrete data and irregu旭ar or missing data are not prob-
旭ematic ｪB旭ackwe旭旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Harris ｹ B旭ackwe旭旭p ゴグゲザｫs
During this paperp we first introduce the components of our 
movement mode旭r the socia旭 framework which is embedded within 
a mu旭tivariate Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck process and continuous､time 
behavioura旭 state switchings We then out旭ine the a旭gorithm de-
ve旭oped to fit the mode旭 to data using Markov chain Monte Car旭o 
ｪMCMCｫ methods before showcasing key features of the resu旭ts 
we can obtain using simu旭ated data and baboon GPS 旭ocationss 
Fina旭旭yp we discuss the wider app旭ications of this work and future 
directions.
ゴ科 |科MODELLING SOCIAL ANIMAL 
MOVEMENT
ゴsゲ科|科Inf旭uence hierarchies
To capture the socia旭 behaviour of a groupｷs movementp our as-
sumption isr a period of direct interaction between two anima旭s 
can be characterised by the movement of one of those anima旭s 
being attracted to the others This is an assumption shared with 
other areas of anima旭 movement 旭iterature ｪLongp Ne旭sonp Webbp 
ｹ Geep ゴグゲジｫs
For ease of referencep we wi旭旭 refer to the ro旭es in this dyadic re-
旭ationship as udominantv and usubordinatev ｪsee Socia旭 definitionsｫ butp 
as with a旭旭 behaviour mode旭旭ingp we need to be carefu旭 not to over､ 
interpret the behaviour 旭abe旭旭ings That isp usubordinatev or uattracted 
tov have certain connotations but the movement behaviour just 
broad旭y trans旭ates to the movement of an anima旭 being inf旭uenced by 
the other in some senses Simi旭ar considerations a旭so need to be made 
for our subgroup､旭eve旭 旭abe旭s of u旭eaderv and ufo旭旭owervs
This dyadic concept can be natura旭旭y extended for 旭arger socia旭 
groups to give rise to socia旭 hierarchies ｪsee Figure ゲaｫs In order to 
keep this framework tractab旭e and easy to interpretp we are restrict-
ing these hierarchies to essentia旭旭y a thinned network that contain 
the edges representing the most causa旭 interactions That isp an anima旭 
can have at most one dominant but it can have mu旭tip旭e subordinatess 
This is as opposed to a tournament､sty旭e network where there is a 
some degree of re旭ationship between every pair of nodesp which is 
a rare occurrence in nature ｪMcDona旭d ｹ Shizukap ゴグゲザｫs Thusp our 
resu旭ting socia旭 structure wi旭旭 represent the most causa旭 inf旭uence 
to exp旭ain a groupｷs movementｦhence uinf旭uence hierarchiesv ｪsee 
Figure ゲbｫs We restrict the possib旭e hierarchies to avoid any cyc旭esp 
to ensure that the pattern of re旭ationships is meaningfu旭 and that the 
movement mode旭s wi旭旭 be we旭旭､defineds The hierarchica旭 structure is 
therefore what is often known in statistica旭 contexts as a Directed 
Acyc旭ic Graphs
K E Y W O R D S
Bayesian statisticsp behaviour state switchingp co旭旭ective movement mode旭旭ingp continuous 
timep diffusion processp MCMCp socia旭 anima旭sp wi旭d baboons
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ゴsゴ科|科Mu旭tivariate Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck process
To mode旭 the movement of the anima旭sp we use a diffusion process 
inc旭uding a 旭inear attraction term to represent the attraction､based 
interaction we have assumeds Then the movement of an individua旭 
animal i  that is attracted to animal j can be described by the fo旭旭ow-
ing stochastic differentia旭 equation ｪSDEｫr
where A
y
it
 is the 旭ocation of anima旭 i  at time t in the y coordinate;  
is the rate of attraction towards Ay
jt
 where i≠ j;  is the coefficient of 
unoisevp the component of movement mode旭旭ed not in terms of socia旭 
interaction but as Brownian motion Wy
it
s Thereforep Equation ゲ has two 
componentsr the noise termp which is a continuous､time ana旭ogue of a 
random wa旭kp and the attraction termp which captures any persistence 
in the movement towards another anima旭s For 旭eading and independent 
ｪises non､subordinateｫ anima旭sp this reduces to Brownian motion ｪBMｫ as 
they have no attraction term:
where  is a distinct noise parameters The x and y coordinates are 
treated as independent ｬsee B旭ackwe旭旭 ｪゲゾゾゼｫ for justificationｭ and 
there are corresponding equations for the x axiss
Because of their 旭inearityp these univariate SDEs can be com-
bined into a mu旭tivariate Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck ｪOUｫ process to mode旭 
the groupｷs movement joint旭y as detai旭ed by Niu et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫs For n 
anima旭sp sayp in the y axisr
where
and L
y
it
 is the 旭ocation of anima旭 i 's leader at time t. Ft and Σ are 
(n × n)matrices where
and
Gt is a vector of 旭ocations for a旭旭 anima旭s at time t and matrix Ft is the 
attraction matrix for the group which indicates the interactions within 
the hierarchy at time tp ises who is subordinate to whoms Θt is a vector 
which contains the 旭ocation of each anima旭ｷs 旭eader at time t and matrix 
Σ contains the coefficient of noise for each anima旭s
The so旭ution to the mu旭tivariate SDE has a c旭osed formｦa mu旭ti-
variate norma旭 distribution ｪNiu et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫr
where G0p F0 and Θ0 correspond to the anima旭sｷ 旭ocationsp the attrac-
tion matrix and the 旭eadersｷ 旭ocations at time 0 respective旭ys The OU 
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ｪジｫGt|G0 ∼ MVN
(

(
G0, F0, t
)
,Ξ
(
F0, t
))
,
Socia旭 definitions
Dominantr with respect to an edge in the hierarchy be-
tween animals i  and j where j is attracted to i p i  is domi-
nant towards j.
Fo旭旭owerr an anima旭 in a subgroup that is not the 旭eaders
Group: all animals in the data set.
Independentr an anima旭 is independent if it is neither a 
dominant or a subordinate.
Leaderr the foca旭 point of a subgroups That isp this anima旭 
is a dominant to at 旭east one anima旭p but a subordinate to 
none. Animal i ｷs 旭eader is the 旭eading anima旭 of the sub-
group i  is in.
Subgroupr a旭旭 anima旭s in a sing旭e hierarchy structurep ises a 
component of the graph formed as in Figure ゲs Independent 
anima旭s are their own subgroups
Subordinater with respect to an edge in the hierarchy be-
tween animals i  and j where j is attracted to i p j is subor-
dinate to i .
F I G U R E  ゲ 科 In ｪaｫp whi旭st C is subordinate to Bp we see B is in 
turn subordinate to A which enab旭es us to 旭earn how the inf旭uence 
in movement is cascaded through the groups In ｪbｫp we have 
a transitive triad where A dominates Bp B dominates C and A 
dominates Cs We on旭y capture the inf旭uence that best describes Cｷs 
movement and consequent旭y the structure we estimate wi旭旭 either 
be A dominates Bp B dominates C or A dominates Bp A dominates 
Cs In a旭旭 of the above hierarchiesp A is the 旭eader whi旭st B and C are 
fo旭旭owers
A
B
C
(a)
A
B C
=
A
B C
or
A
B C
(b)
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process is Markovian with the anima旭sｷ 旭ocations at time t conditional 
on their previous 旭ocations at time 0.
The expected va旭ue of this distribution is given byr
and VarｬGt|G0ｭ is given by Ξ
(
F0, t
)
 which consists of the fo旭旭owing five 
expressions ｪto ease notationp we simp旭ify Ξ
(
F0, t
)
 to Ξ and F0 to Fｫr
where dom(i) is the dominant of anima旭 i ; l  is the 旭eader of the subgroup 
both i  and j are in; −l indicates a旭旭 anima旭s except l s The scenarios of ｪaｫ 
to ｪeｫ are as fo旭旭owsr
a. i = j and i  is a 旭eading or independent anima旭s
b. i ≠ j and j is the 旭eader of i ｷs subgroups
c. i ≠ jp i  and j are in the same subgroup but neither are the 旭eaders
d. i = j and i  is a subordinate.
e. i ≠ j and i  and j are in different subgroupss
In practicep the order of the computation of Ξ
(
F0, t
)
 is import-
ant as some expressions re旭y on other va旭ues within Ξ
(
F0, t
)
s See 
Appendix A for the a旭gorithm ｪa旭旭 appendices are provided in the on-
旭ine supporting informationｫs
ゴsザ科|科Behaviour states
The movement mode旭 we have described so far re旭ies on some 
know旭edge of which anima旭 is subordinate to which and whens 
Howeverp we are un旭ike旭y to know either of those pieces of informa-
tion and so we treat them as unknowns To estimate themp we in-
corporate behavioura旭 state switching where the states correspond 
to the anima旭ｷs socia旭 behaviours As we are operating in continuous 
timep we do so with a continuous､time Markov chain with a discrete 
state spaces
The state space we want to exp旭ore is the space of a旭旭 possib旭e 
hierarchies as defined in Section ゴsゲ and we are restricting each 
switching time to contain at most one behaviour changes That isp at 
most one anima旭 can change behaviour at a given times Idea旭旭yp the 
transition rates of our Markov chain wou旭d correspond to switching 
between hierarchiess Howeverp even for a group as sma旭旭 as four an-
ima旭s there are in excess of ゲググ of these structuresp meaning that 
approach is not practica旭s Whi旭st we wou旭d set the majority of the 
transition rates to be グ due to the above restrictionp the transition 
matrix wou旭d be unwie旭dy and difficu旭t to define and interprets
We canp howeverp exp旭ore the same state space by defining our 
behaviour states to represent each individua旭 anima旭ｷs statep as op-
posed to the groupｷss That isp an individua旭 can switch which anima旭 
they are attracted to ｪises subordinate toｫ or switch to Brownian mo-
tion ｪises 旭eading or independentｫs The fo旭旭owing generator matrix is 
then used for each anima旭r
where n is the number of anima旭s in the data and state SAi rep-
resents being subordinate to animal i s Here we use the parameter-
isation of a continuous､time Markov chain in which an anima旭 stays 
in state u for a ho旭ding timep which is exponentia旭旭y distributed with 
rate u where u is the rate of 旭eaving state u
(
u =
∑
u≠v


�
s After this 
ho旭ding timep the anima旭 switches to state v with probabi旭ity 

∕u. 
The diagona旭 e旭ements of λ are therefore determined by the off､diag-
onal ones: uu = −u.
In the case of n=4 as in the above examp旭ep the number of tran-
sition parameters is a manageab旭e ゴグ as we旭旭 as being more intui-
tives The pena旭ty of using this individua旭istic approach as a proxy for 
switching hierarchies is akin to treating each anima旭 homogeneous旭ys 
That isp the transition rate uv is the rate of switching from state u to 
v averaged over a旭旭 anima旭s in the groups
ゴsザsゲ科|科Leading｠independent extensions
The mode旭 described so far assumes 旭eading or independent anima旭s 
to be restricted to a sing旭e BM state and movement parameter ρ. To 
capture richer movement for these anima旭sp various extensions to 
the model can be made.
First旭yp additiona旭 BM states with distinct noise parameters can 
be inc旭uded to represent different uspeedsv of movements In the re-
su旭ts to be discussedp we use two BM states to 旭oose旭y embody s旭ow 
and fast movements Second旭yp we might assume that 旭eading or in-
dependent anima旭s are themse旭ves attracted to some 旭ocationp a re-
source or nesting site for examp旭es It wou旭d then be natura旭 to think 
of these anima旭s as a旭so moving under an OU processs
Both methods add movement parameterｪsｫ and may add further 
rowｪsｫ and co旭umnｪsｫ to the transition matrixp meaning some consid-
eration is needed as to the costs and benefits of these extensionss
ザ科 |科INFERENCE
Markov chain Monte Car旭o methods are used to infer both the be-
haviour and movement parameterss Each iteration of the MCMC 
ｪズｫE[Gt|G0] = 
(
G0, F0, t
)
= e
F0t
(
G0 − Θ0
)
+ Θ0,
ｪ葦ｫΞi,j = Ξj,i =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2t, (a)
Ξdom(i),j −

2eFt
i,j

, (b)
Ξdom(i),j + Ξi,dom(j)
2
−

2eFt
i,l
eFt
j,l
2
−

2
�
eFt
i,−l
⋅eFt
j,−l
�
2
, (c)
Ξi,dom(i) −

2eFt
i,l
eFt
i,l
2
+

2
�
1 − eFt
i,−l
⋅eFt
i,−l
�
2
, (d)
0, (e)
Λ = ,
SA1 . . . SAn BM
SA1 λ1,1 . . . . . . λ1,n+1
...
...
. . .
...
SAn
...
. . .
...
BM λn+1 ,1 . . . . . . λ n+1 ,n+1
(7)
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a旭gorithm consists of two partss First旭yp we samp旭e the behaviour 
states of the anima旭s in continuous times This is done through sim-
u旭ating the state switches between the observed data points and 
the acceptance of these behaviour trajectories is eva旭uated by a 
Metropo旭is､Hastings ratios The exact a旭gorithm for this step is detai旭ed 
in Section ザsゲs Second旭yp the parameters of the Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck 
and Brownian motion processes are samp旭ed in accordance with the 
旭atest behaviour samp旭e by means of a Metropo旭is､Hastings random 
wa旭ks Further detai旭s of thisp inc旭uding restrictions we p旭ace on the 
parametersp are in Section ザsゴs
ザsゲ科|科Behaviour parameters
To estimate the behaviour parameters ｪboth the states and Λｫ we 
samp旭e the anima旭sｷ behaviour trajectories between the observed 
data pointss Through thisp we treat the behaviour switching in con-
tinuous time and account for our uncertainty in what the anima旭 is 
doing at unobserved timesp which enab旭es us to undertake exact in-
ference in a Bayesian settings Our method to simu旭ate these trajec-
tories is a mu旭ti､anima旭 variation of the ukappav method introduced by 
B旭ackwe旭旭 et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ where the observed data is augmented with 
samp旭ed state switching timess The current paper on旭y discusses 
the spatia旭旭y homogeneous case and we restrict on旭y one anima旭 to 
switch state at any given switching times Furthermorep we on旭y up-
date the trajectory for one anima旭 at a time to increase the accept-
ance rates of our proposa旭ss
Let o represent the observed data times for the interva旭 
[
ta, tb
]
; si 
represent the samp旭ed switching times in the same interva旭 for anima旭 
i ;  = o ∪ s so that  = {1 < ⋯ < p} where p is the size of  and 
s = ∪isi
 for a旭旭 anima旭s i s Fina旭旭yp 旭et β represent the behaviour states 
of a旭旭 anima旭s at times τ where β
j
 corresponds to the states at time  j 
for j = 1, . . . , p.
To re､samp旭e a trajectory estimate for a given anima旭p say i p in 
the interval 
[
ta, tb
]
p we discard the current samp旭ed switching times 
for i p sip and samp旭e new onesp 
⋀
si
s The new potentia旭 switching times 
are produced from a homogeneous Poisson process over the interva旭 
(
ta, tb
)
 with rate λmaxp where λmax ┕ maxｪλuｫ for a旭旭 states u. 
⋀
si
 is com-
bined with s
−i
p the remainder of sp to produce a new set of switching 
timesp 
⋀
sp and augmented timesp 
⋀
= o∪
⋀
s.
We then simu旭ate the behaviour states forward through 

⋀
=
�

⋀
1 < ⋯ < 
⋀
p
⋀
�
p where p
⋀
 is the size of 
⋀
p to obtain our new be-
haviour trajectory 
⋀
s We initia旭ise 
⋀
1 = 1p after which there are 
three scenarios to account forr
ｨ If 
⋀
j ∈ o for j=2, . . . , p
⋀
p the behaviour states of a旭旭 anima旭s at 
⋀
j are 
carried forward from 
⋀
j−1.
ｨ If 
⋀
j ∈ s
−i
 for j = 2, . . . , p
⋀
−1p we use our previous旭y samp旭ed states 
for a旭旭 anima旭s except i  at these times whilst the behaviour state 
of i  is carried forward from 
⋀
j−1.
ｨ If 
⋀
j ∈ 
⋀
si
 for j=2, . . . , p
⋀
−1p the behaviour states of a旭旭 anima旭s 
except i  at 
⋀
j are carried forward from 
⋀
j−1s The probabi旭ity of 
⋀
j 
being a switch for i  is λ
u
/λmax when i  is in state us If sop the new 
state is v with probabi旭ity 

∕up otherwisep the state of i  at 
⋀
j is 
a旭so carried forward from 
⋀
j−1.
We initia旭ise 
⋀
1 = 1 as we typica旭旭y simu旭ate a trajectory esti-
mate over a short interva旭 of the data and therefore our simu旭ations 
must be consistent with the trajectories outside of that interva旭s 
For that reasonp we a旭so require 
⋀
p
⋀
= ps Within the trajectoryp 
there is an additiona旭 condition that samp旭ed states must not cre-
ate a cyc旭ic hierarchyp which inc旭udes an anima旭 not being ab旭e to 
be subordinate to itse旭fs If these conditions arenｷt metp we reject 
the trajectory and return to our previous旭y samp旭ed switches for i .
If these conditions are metp we accept or reject the new trajec-
tory with a Metropo旭is､Hastings ｪMHｫ steps Our simu旭ations are pro-
posed from the current estimate of Λ and so the MH ratio simp旭ifies 
to a ratio of 旭ike旭ihoods of the observed movement through the new 
proposed state switches against our previous estimater 
where g
ok
 are the 旭ocations of the anima旭s in a particu旭ar axis at time 
ok
; 
⋀
[�ok−1
,�ok
] are the new旭y samp旭ed states throughout the interva旭 
[
ok−1
, ok
]
 at times 
⋀
[ok−1
,ok
];  [�ok−1 ,�ok ]
 are the previous state estima-
tions in the same interval at times  [ok−1 ,ok ]
s B旭ackwe旭旭 ｪゴググザｫ detai旭s 
how the movement 旭ike旭ihood terms are ca旭cu旭ated through be-
haviour switches between two observations and more detail can be 
found in Appendix Bs
We use the conjugate Dirich旭et prior for the mu旭tinomia旭 旭ike旭i-
hood of the transition rates to obtain their fu旭旭 conditiona旭 distribu-
tions and resamp旭e them using Gibbs samp旭ing at each iteration of 
the MCMC a旭gorithms
ザsゲsゲ科|科Partia旭 observations
Partia旭 observationsp where we on旭y have data on some of the ani-
ma旭s we are trackingp are a potentia旭 obstac旭e when ana旭ysing data 
from mu旭tip旭e anima旭sr tracking equipment may not be fu旭旭y synchro-
nised or a GPS tag may not have been ab旭e to transmit some data for 
examp旭es Howeverp the above method is natura旭旭y adaptab旭e to take 
into account the uncertainty of any missing or unsynchronised data 
using standard resu旭ts for conditiona旭 mu旭tivariate norma旭 distribu-
tionss See Appendix C for more informations
ザsゴ科|科Movement parameters
Treating the current va旭ues of the behaviours as fixedp we update the 
parameters of a旭旭 Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck and Brownian motion processes 
simu旭taneous旭y through a Metropo旭is､Hastings random wa旭ks We 
use independentp norma旭旭y､distributed proposa旭s for each parameter 
meaning the Metropo旭is､Hastings ratio is again reduced to Equation 芦s
ｪ芦ｫ
| o |�
k=2
f
�
g
ok
�g
ok−1
, 
⋀
[�ok−1
,�ok
], �
⋀
[�ok−1
,�ok
]
�
f
�
g�ok
�g�ok−1 ,  [�ok−1 ,�ok ], � [�ok−1 ,�ok ]
� ,
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We p旭ace certain bounds on the parameterss In genera旭p a旭旭 pa-
rameters must be >0 and we have added the restriction that  ≤ p 
the justification being that an anima旭 inf旭uenced by another shou旭d 
have 旭ess variabi旭ity in their movement than an anima旭 fo旭旭owing a 
BM processs In the case of extending the mode旭 to a旭旭ow for mu旭tip旭e 
BM states ｪsee Section ゴsザｫp the above restriction is 旭oosened to  ≤ 
ρmax where ρmax ┕ , ∀s This case a旭so brings potentia旭 comp旭ications 
to the state 旭abe旭旭ing and sop in order to keep consistencyp we define 
1 < . . . < �m for m BM statess
ザsザ科|科Imp旭ementation
Both the simu旭ation and inference methods were fu旭旭y imp旭emented 
in R ｪR Core Teamp ゴグゲゼｫs Aside from the MCMCPACK package 
ｪMartinp Quinnp ｹ Parkp ゴグゲゲｫp which is used for the Dirich旭et dis-
tributionp the code to perform the inference is origina旭s Whi旭st the 
inference code is not yet forma旭旭y wrapped up as an R packagep it is 
avai旭ab旭e on GitHub ｪsee Data Avai旭abi旭ity Statementｫ a旭ong with a 
brief readme fi旭e that instructs on how to use the code in Rs This in-
c旭udes guidance on what format the data is required to be inp what 
tuning parameters need consideration and a旭tering the number of 
states which mode旭 旭eading and independent movements There is 
a旭so information for reproducing the ana旭ysis in this papers
ジ科 |科RESULTS
ジsゲ科|科Simu旭ated data
We ana旭ysed simu旭ated data to show the theoretica旭 capabi旭ities of 
both our mode旭 and inference approachs Herep we ana旭yse a sing旭e 
data set to examine the outputs of the mode旭 in detai旭p whi旭st in 
Section ズp we ana旭yse ジググ different simu旭ations to provide insight 
into the robustness of the mode旭 in different scenarioss
The simu旭ation consists of five dynamica旭旭y interacting ani-
ma旭s for ゲググ discrete､time movement stepsp with each step two 
units of times We random旭y de旭eted ゲグ鯵 of the data ｪuniform旭y 
across a旭旭 dataｫ to provide us with the setting of having incomp旭ete 
datas The uobservedv times were augmented with switching times 
through a Poisson process as detai旭ed in Section ザsゲq the move-
ment of the group was simu旭ated forwards through the augmented 
data set using a mu旭tivariate OU process as in Section ゴsゴq state 
switches were samp旭ed using a continuous､time Markov chain as 
in Section ゴsザs
We incorporated two BM states for 旭eading｠independent ani-
ma旭s to a旭旭ow for different speeds of movementp meaning we have 
seven behaviour states in tota旭s Whi旭st we simu旭ated the movement 
and behaviours of the anima旭s in continuous timep the mode旭 is on旭y 
fitted to the discrete､time uobservedv data to mirror typica旭 rea旭 datas 
A旭旭 inference runs ｪin this and subsequent sectionsｫ were performed 
on the University of Sheffie旭dｷs HPC uShARCv where each core runs at 
ゴsジ GHz with ジsグ GB of RAM ｪa sing旭e core being used for each runｫs
To initia旭ise the MCMC a旭gorithm we randomised the behaviour 
parameters and started with over､dispersed movement parame-
ter va旭uess We set λmax as グsゴ as that was sufficient旭y high for the 
transition rates used for the simu旭ation and we updated sections of 
an anima旭ｷs trajectory ranging from ザ to ゲゴ observations 旭ongs We 
samp旭ed a new trajectory ゼグ times per iteration of the MCMC in 
order for the behaviour state at each observation to be re､samp旭ed 
on averages We ran the MCMC a旭gorithm for ゲsジ mi旭旭ion iterationsp 
of which ズグpグググ was burn､inp and we recorded every second itera-
tion for the movement parameters and every ゴグth iteration for the 
behaviour parameterss We used an uninformative Dirich旭et prior for 
the transition rates.
Figure ゴ shows the movement parameter posteriors against 
the true values used. All are consistent with the true value and to 
check convergence the Ge旭man､Rubin diagnostic is used to assess 
the potentia旭 improvement from running more or 旭onger chainss 
The mu旭tivariate potentia旭 sca旭e reduction factor ｪPSFRｫ is ゲp ca旭-
cu旭ated from two separate MCMC runs using coda ｪP旭ummerp Bestp 
Cow旭esp ｹ Vinesp ゴググ葦ｫq this indicates that each chain is exp旭oring 
the same posterior distributionp after burn､ins Detai旭s of the con-
fidence 旭imits of the PSFRs ｪfor these and subsequent resu旭tsｫ are 
in Appendix Ds Figure ザ shows our behaviour state posteriors for 
anima旭 ザp a旭ong with the true states from the simu旭ations The pos-
terior estimates are broad旭y correct and confidentp though quickp 
nuanced switches as in observations 葦ゼ and 葦芦 can be smoothed 
F I G U R E  ゴ 科 Topr posterior distributions 
for the four movement parameters for 
our simulated data. The blue vertical line 
indicates the true va旭ue useds Bottomr 
a summary of the movement parameter 
resu旭tss Point estimates and standard 
deviations are given to ザ ssfsq effective 
samp旭e size is rounded down after being 
calculated using using coda ｪP旭ummer 
et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫ
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overs Note that since this output refers to anima旭 ザp the probabi旭-
ity of it being in state SA3 ｪwhich wou旭d represent subordinate to 
itse旭fｫ is necessari旭y zeros
Thusp our mode旭 and inference approach can provide insights 
into the dynamics of the socia旭 interactions within a groupｷs move-
ment when our socia旭 behaviour assumptions ｪSection ゴsゲｫ are fairs
ジsゴ科|科Baboon data
To test our approach uin the fie旭dvp we have taken a subset of wi旭d 
o旭ive baboon data that was origina旭旭y ana旭ysed by Strandburg､
Peshkin et a旭s ｪゴグゲズｫp which is avai旭ab旭e on Movebank ｪCrofootp Kaysp 
ｹ Wike旭skip ゴグゲズｫs The GPS data was co旭旭ected at the Mpa旭a Research 
Centre in Kenya for ゴ葦 baboons in a sing旭e troops The data was re-
corded at a frequency of ゲ Hzp for ゲゴ hr a day ｪグ葦rググ･ゲ芦rググｫ over 
ザグ dayss We took a subset of this data for five baboons ｪIDｷs ザp ジp ズp 
ゲゲp ゾｫ for ゲズ min ｪ芦ゾゾ observationsｫ to act as a test for the mode旭s 
We chose this time period to contain some directiona旭 conf旭ict as 
in Movie Sゴ in the supp旭ementary materia旭s of Strandburg､Peshkin 
et a旭s ｪゴグゲズｫs We converted the GPS coordinates to UTM zone ザゼN 
easting-northing using sp ｪBivandp Pebesmap ｹ Gomez､Rubiop ゴグゲザq 
Pebesma ｹ Bivandp ゴググズｫs
Againp we inc旭uded two BM states for 旭eading or independent 
anima旭ss In attempting to fit the mode旭 with on旭y a sing旭e BM state 
in another ana旭ysisp the subordinate behaviour states trans旭ated 
to a pseudo､BM state ｪthat isp an OU process with an extreme旭y 
weak attraction parameterｫ to force capture of a different speed 
of movement to that of our actua旭 BM states It therefore became 
necessary to inc旭ude an additiona旭 BM state to better mode旭 that 
diversity of movement and a旭旭ow the subordinate states to repre-
sent the socia旭 behaviourss This baboon ana旭ysis presented a simi旭ar 
scenario.
The MCMC a旭gorithm was initia旭ised as in Section ジsゲs λmax was 
again set as グsゴp which seems sufficient given the resu旭ting transi-
tion ratess Updates of the anima旭ｷs trajectory are performed over 
旭engths of ザ･ジグ observations and we samp旭ed ゴゲグ trajectories in 
each iterations The MCMC ran for ズググpグググ iterationsp of which 
ゲググpグググ was burn､inp and we recorded every second iteration for 
the movement parameters and every ゴグth iteration for the be-
haviour parameterss An uninformative Dirich旭et prior was used for 
the transition rates.
Figure ジ shows the posterior distributions for the movement pa-
rameterss The posterior for α shows strong evidence that there is in-
deed interaction between the five baboons in the data ana旭yseds The 
Ge旭man､Rubin diagnostic is again used to check convergence over two 
MCMC runs ｪusing codap P旭ummer et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫ and the mu旭tivariate 
potentia旭 sca旭e reduction factor of the movement parameters is ゲsグゴs
The state posteriors of baboon ズ are shown in Figure ズp through 
which we can observe the dynamics of this baboonｷs socia旭 behaviour 
in a subordinate senses That isp it most旭y a旭ternates being attracted 
to baboons ザ and ジp though there is some uncertainty as to which 
baboon it is subordinate to in the last 200 observations.
Figure ゼa shows a simi旭ar graph but with the state posteriors re-
configured to indicate the ro旭e of this particu旭ar baboon ｪbaboon ゾｫs 
An anima旭 in a BM state is leading if they have a subordinate or inde-
pendent if nots A旭旭 anima旭s in a subordinate state are following. This al-
旭ows us to see in what capacity an anima旭 interacts with its peerss For 
instancep we estimate baboon ゾ 旭arge旭y interacts as a subordinate 
unti旭 around observation ゼググ when it takes on a consistent 旭eader-
ship ro旭es Looking at the datap this time corresponds to a change in 
the direction that the baboons are moving in.
This formu旭ation a旭so a旭旭ows us to see the 旭ong､term manner in 
which the anima旭s interactp both in the sense of their ro旭e ｪTab旭e ゲｫ and 
with each other ｪTab旭e ゴｫs Though both of these tab旭es on旭y show us a 
static overview of the socia旭 interactionp they high旭ight which anima旭s 
F I G U R E  ザ 科 The state posterior 
distribution for anima旭 ザ in the simu旭ation 
data. There are seven states: the two 
Brownian motion speeds and five 
subordinate behaviours where state S
Ai
 
indicates attraction to animal i. The area 
of each box represents the posterior 
probabi旭ity of being in that state at that 
observationp from グ to ゲs The b旭ack 旭ine is 
true state in the simulated data
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seem to have persistent旭y high 旭eve旭s of inf旭uence in the group ｪbaboons 
ザ and ズｫ and potentia旭旭y strong bonds within it ｪesgs baboons ザp ズ and ゲゲｫs
Exact inference by means of simu旭ating when behaviour switches 
occur is a computationa旭旭y cost旭y tasks Idea旭旭yp we wou旭d have run a 
greater number of iterations as indicated by the modest effective 
samp旭e size of the movement parameters ｪFigure ジｫ and the Ge旭man､
Rubin diagnostic for the transition ratess Whi旭st the potentia旭 sca旭e 
reduction factor for the vast majority of rates was <ゲsグジp the high-
est was ゲsザ芦s Additiona旭旭yp the 旭arger the subset of data we can fit 
F I G U R E  ジ 科 Topr posteriors distributions 
for the four movement parameters for the 
baboon data ana旭ysiss Note the different 
sca旭es of the Density axess Bottomr a 
summary of the movement parameter 
inferences Point estimates and standard 
deviations are given to ザ ssfsq effective 
samp旭e size is rounded down after being 
calculated using using coda ｪP旭ummer 
et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫ
F I G U R E  ズ 科 The state posterior 
distribution for baboon ズs There are seven 
statesr the two Brownian motion speeds 
and five subordinate behaviours where 
state S
Bi
 indicates attraction to baboon 
is The area of each box represents the 
posterior probabi旭ity of being in that state 
at that observationp from グ to ゲ
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TA B L E  ゲ 科 The percentage ｪゲ dspsｫ of observations each baboon 
spent in each ro旭e based on the moda旭 state
Independent ｪ鯵ｫ Leading ｪ鯵ｫ Fo旭旭owing ｪ鯵ｫ
Baboon ザ ジゼsゴ ザゼsゴ ゲズsゼ
Baboon ジ ズジsゲ 10.0 ザズsゾ
Baboon ズ 20.4 38.0 41.6
Baboon ゲゲ ゴ芦sゼ 4.0 葦ゼsザ
Baboon ゾ ジゼsゼ 21.4 30.9
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the mode旭 to ｪboth in terms of the number of anima旭s and the time 
periodｫp the more 旭ong､term and bio旭ogica旭 questions can be inves-
tigateds Howeverp the resu旭ts described above were obtained over 
approximate旭y ゴs芦 days and so we have not yet overcome the com-
putationa旭 hurd旭e that can come with continuous､time mode旭sp par-
ticu旭ar ones with a comp旭ex state spaces
This data has previous旭y been ana旭ysed by Strandburg､Peshkin 
et a旭s ｪゴグゲズｫ to investigate how a troop of baboons co旭旭ective旭y make 
their movement decisionss uMovement initiationsv were extracted 
from the data of ゴズ baboons through a method based on minima and 
maxima distances between a pair of anima旭ss Through this approachp 
Strandburg､Peshkin et a旭s quantified the probabi旭ity of a baboon fo旭-
旭owing a movement initiation in the context of the number of ini-
tiators and their consensus in directionｦsituation､based covariates 
that wou旭d not be trivia旭 to imp旭ement in our mode旭s
Thoughp whi旭st their interaction assumption of a fo旭旭owing an-
ima旭 moving towards the initiator is conceptua旭旭y simi旭ar to oursp it 
is perhaps more restrictives Our OU approach mode旭s the subor-
dinateｷs movement as being distributed around the 旭ocation of its 
dominants As a resu旭tp we do not have to constrain our definition 
of inf旭uence to being the uinitiatorv or the anima旭 at the front of the 
group ｪStrandburg､Peshkin et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫ for examp旭es A旭ong with the 
state switching we have definedp this wi旭旭 a旭so he旭p to smooth out 
erroneous interactions in the data.
ズ科 |科RELIABILIT Y
Whi旭st the above resu旭ts are encouragingp there is scope for the 
mode旭 to infer fa旭se positives ｪinteraction where there is noneｫ and 
fa旭se negatives ｪno interaction where there is someｫs To investigate 
thisp we have ana旭ysed ジググ different simu旭ations derived from four 
different sets of parametersｦゲググ from each sets
The parameters of set ゲ are identica旭 to those used to create 
the simu旭ated data in Section ジsゲq set ゴ has been derived to simu-
旭ate simi旭ar movement behaviours as inferred from the baboon dataq 
set ザｷs parameters were chosen to represent different behaviours 
from those of sets ゲ and ゴs For instancep the three noise parameters 
are 旭ess distinct than in the other sets to provide a tougher infer-
ence scenario ｪsee Tab旭e ザｫs Set ジ consists of anima旭s so旭e旭y moving 
in Brownian motion in order to ana旭yse the rate at which the mode旭 
introduces fa旭se positivess Whi旭st the movement parameters and Λ 
were kept constant across a旭旭 simu旭ations for that parameter setp the 
initia旭 behaviour states at time グ were samp旭ed from the stationary 
distribution of Λ in order for each data set to contain different be-
haviourss A旭旭 simu旭ations a旭旭ow for two BM states and consist of ゲググ 
movement stepss
Genera旭旭yp each run was initia旭ised much 旭ike those in Section ジsゲs 
Howeverp each set was treated to its own movement parameter 
proposa旭 distributions in order to encourage good mixingp with the 
same configuration being used for a旭旭 runs corresponding to that sets 
Additiona旭旭yp to encourage fa旭se positives in set ジp we initia旭ised α 
to be 旭ow on the assumption that any fa旭se positives inferred wou旭d 
point to weak attractions Each run was carried out for ゲ mi旭旭ion iter-
ations with a burn､in of ズググpグググs
In order to eva旭uate the rate of fa旭se positives and fa旭se negatives 
in interactionp we use our state estimations of the who旭e group to 
ca旭cu旭ate the probabi旭ity of two anima旭s interacting at a given timep 
whether direct旭y or indirect旭y and regard旭ess of dominance and sub-
ordination orderings This probabi旭ity is an interaction posterior. At 
times of true interaction in the simu旭ationsp we wou旭d expect the 
interaction posterior to be c旭ose to ゲq at times of true non､interactionp 
we wou旭d expect the comp旭imentary non-interaction posterior to be 
c旭ose to ゲs The CDFs of these posteriors for each run are p旭otted in 
Figure 6.
The CDFs re旭ating to sets ゲ and ザ form the desired curvep 
though those of set ザ disp旭ay more uncertaintys This is intuitive 
as α is sma旭旭er in set ザ compared to set ゲ ｪthat isp the attraction is 
weakerｫ and the noise parameters were set to provide more of a 
challenge. The anomalous result in the non-interaction posteriors 
for set ザ comes from a data set where there is very 旭itt旭e non､inter-
actionｦeach pair of anima旭s donｷt interact for on旭y approximate旭y 
芦sゼ鯵 of the data on averages Uncertain state estimations during 
some of those segments of non､interaction are a b旭ot on otherwise 
reasonab旭e resu旭ts for that data sets With regards to set ジp there 
are no p旭ots concerning true interaction as there isnｷt any in those 
simu旭ationsｦa feature confident旭y estimated in the non-interaction 
posteriorss Howeverp there are c旭ear旭y two erroneous resu旭tss The 
most spurious of those is the consequence of not tuning each sim-
u旭ation separate旭y and the resu旭ting acceptance rate of the move-
ment parameters was extreme旭y 旭ow ｪapproximate旭y ゲ鯵ｫs Whi旭st 
this is c旭ear旭y not a desirab旭e outcomep ordinari旭y we wou旭d be ab旭e 
to tune the MCMC different旭y to navigate this issueq as it isp the 
prob旭em is evident from the most cursory diagnosticsp so wou旭d 
TA B L E  ゴ 科 The percentage ｪゲ dspsｫ of observations each baboon is 
subordinate to another based on the moda旭 states Ce旭旭 ij in the table 
corresponds to baboon i being subordinate baboon j
Baboon 
ザ ｪ鯵ｫ
Baboon 
ジ ｪ鯵ｫ
Baboon 
ズ ｪ鯵ｫ
Baboon 
ゲゲ ｪ鯵ｫ
Baboon 
ゾ ｪ鯵ｫ
Baboon ザ ｦ 0.2 ゼs芦 0.1 ゼsゴ
Baboon ジ ゼs芦 ｦ 18.4 葦sズ 3.0
Baboon ズ ゴ芦sズ 10.0 ｦ 1.3 1.9
Baboon ゲゲ 16.1 0.0 34.6 ｦ ゲズsゾ
Baboon ゾ 13.9 0.0 9.8 ゼsゴ ｦ
TA B L E  ザ 科 The four sets of movement parameter va旭ues used to 
simulate data
Parameter  
set α σ ρs旭ow ρfast
1 グsズ グsゼ 0.4 1.8
2 0.0266 グsゴゾゼ グsグゼズゲ グs芦ズズ
3 0.2 グsゼ グsズ 1.4
4 0.4 1.8
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F I G U R E  葦 科 The p旭ots in the 旭eft co旭umn 
contain the CDFs of the interaction 
posteriors at times of true interactions The 
p旭ots in the right co旭umn contain the CDFs 
of the non-interaction posteriors at times 
of true non､interactions Each row of p旭ots 
corresponds to a parameter set and each 
CDF is derived from the posteriors for a旭旭 
pair combinations during a sing旭e run
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not mislead in an actual analysis. The second erroneous result sim-
p旭y inferred some interactions A sma旭旭 number of segments of the 
data are estimatedp with a 旭arge degree of uncertaintyp to contain 
weak interactions
Figure 葦 indicates a greater degree of uncertainty in the interac-
tion posteriors of set ゴ compared to those of sets ゲ and ザs In partp this 
effect wi旭旭 be due to set ゴｷs simu旭ations containing comparative旭y 旭it-
t旭e interaction and so fa旭se negatives are more pronounced in their 
interaction posterior CDFs than those of sets ゲ and ザs More impor-
tant旭y thoughp this uncertainty high旭ights a 旭imitation of mode旭旭ing 
the movement of 旭eading｠independent anima旭s on旭y as Brownian 
motions The difference in certainty of the state posteriors in 
Section ジsゴ and those of the simu旭ations derived from Section ジsゴｷs 
resu旭ts wi旭旭 in part be due to there being some feature of the rea旭 
movement that is not captured by BMp such as persistences Without 
that featurep independent anima旭s and subgroups in the simu旭ations 
wou旭d frequent旭y over旭ap movement pathss It therefore becomes a 
cha旭旭enge to identify the exact interactions taking p旭aces This pro-
duces scenarios in the simu旭ations that are perhaps not bio旭ogica旭旭y 
re旭evant and another processp such as Ornstein､Uh旭enbeckp may be 
better suited to mode旭 the movement of the 旭eading and indepen-
dent animals.
Genera旭旭y thoughp these simu旭ation resu旭ts disp旭ay a good 旭eve旭 of 
robustnesss Where there is uncertaintyp the CDFs in Figure 葦 indicate 
it is most 旭ike旭y regarding interactionｦpotentia旭旭y resu旭ting in a fa旭se 
negatives Using set ゴ as an examp旭ep we can examine this uncertainty 
further with Figures Esゲ and Esゴ in Appendix Es The role posteriors com-
pared against the true ro旭e show that we are fair旭y certain whether an 
animal is a subordinate or not at any given time. The consistent move-
ment parameter posteriors are further evidence of thiss The uncer-
tainty re旭ates to exact旭y which anima旭 they are subordinate tos
葦科 |科DATA THINNING
A旭ongside our mode旭 being s旭ow to fit to datap a recurring question 
in anima旭 tracking studies isr at what frequency shou旭d data be co旭-
旭ected at for the ana旭ysis at hand ｪHugheyp Heinp Strandburg､Peshkinp 
ｹ Jensenp ゴグゲ芦ｫn We have therefore experimented with thinning the 
same baboon data ana旭ysed above ｪhenceforth referenced as the ufu旭旭 
ana旭ysisvｫ to investigate how the inference speed can be improved by 
fitting the mode旭 to a thinned data setp and how the resu旭ts compare 
to the fu旭旭 ana旭ysiss We experimented by thinning the data by a factor 
of five and of ゴグs
We wi旭旭 a旭so discuss our choices of λmax for these experimentss 
λmaxδt is the mean number of potentia旭 switching points samp旭ed 
from the Poisson process between sequentia旭 observations over a 
time span of δts Whi旭st we state in Section ザsゲ that λmax ┕ maxｪλuｫ 
to ensure a旭旭 state switches can be samp旭ed appropriate旭yp if λmaxδt 
is highp say fivep there is 旭itt旭e information to be gained from sam-
p旭ing that many state switches between sequentia旭 observationss 
Reducing λmax wi旭旭 reduce the size of the augmented data set and the 
number of computations neededs
葦sゲ科|科Thinning by a factor of five
We took every fifth observation of the baboon data detai旭ed abovep 
旭eaving us with ゲ芦グ observations ｪat グsゴ Hzｫ instead of 芦ゾゾ ｪat ゲ Hzｫs 
We ran the inference again for ズググ K iterations to provide a compa-
rable analysis. λmax was kept at グsゴ and so λmaxδt = ゲ for sequentia旭 
observations.
As a resu旭t of thinning of the datap the uncertainty of move-
ment parameter posteriors increased as can be seen in Figure Fsゲ in 
Appendix Fs The s旭ight differences in the estimations wi旭旭 most 旭ike旭y 
be for two reasonss First旭yp any discrepancies in state estimations 
between the two ana旭yses and second旭yp the mode旭 we have cho-
sen to fit may not be sufficient to represent some of the movement 
behaviourss That isp we chose to mode旭 the movement of 旭eading｠
independent anima旭s as Brownian motions Howeverp if there is some 
persistence in their movement in rea旭ityp the noise coefficient of BM 
wi旭旭 not sca旭e appropriate旭y as the data is thinneds Section ゴsザ de-
tai旭ed how this mode旭 may be extended to capture that persistences
When comparing the ro旭e posteriors of baboon ゾp the thinned 
ana旭ysis ｪFigure ゼbｫ smooths over the state estimations from the fu旭旭 
ana旭ysis ｪFigure ゼaｫs To investigate this smoothingp we 旭ooked at the 
moda旭 state estimations at the ゲ Hz observation times in both ana旭y-
ses and quantified the periods of behaviour that were present in the 
fu旭旭 but absent from the thinned ana旭ysiss To c旭assify a period of be-
haviour as being smoothed overp we require that at 旭east 芦グ鯵 of that 
period to have a different moda旭 state estimated in the thinned ana旭-
ysiss The 芦グ鯵 thresho旭d is arbitraryp but it prevents a period from 
being accounted for in the thinned ana旭ysis by a re旭ative旭y short visit 
to that state whi旭st sti旭旭 capturing significant smoothings Figure 芦 
shows that the smoothed､over periods are predominate旭y sma旭旭 in 
旭engthｦmost旭y under five seconds which is our new tempora旭 sca旭es
This smoothing is 旭ike旭y to be a resu旭t of our assumption that 
the anima旭ｷs behaviour is Markovians If the fu旭旭 data suggests the 
short state transitions as seen in Figures ズ and ゼap the Markovian 
behaviour process wi旭旭 readi旭y accommodate thems The constant 
transition rates incorporate no presumption against very short 
visitsp as ref旭ected in the exponentia旭旭y distributed ho旭ding timess 
Through thinning the datap the uevidencev of these transitions 
is no 旭onger presentp though they may remain with much 旭ower 
probabi旭itys
葦sゴ科|科Thinning by a factor of ゴグ
We took every ゴグth observation of the data set used for the fu旭旭 
ana旭ysisp 旭eaving us with ジズ observations ｪat グsグズ Hzｫs We ran the 
inference again for ズググ K iterations but for this ana旭ysis we reduced 
λmax to グsグズs As discussed abovep the motivation for this was to keep 
λmaxδt small.
Whi旭st this amount of thinning can be thought of as extreme 
smoothingp where weｷd expect to get resu旭ts 旭arge旭y in agreement 
to those of the fu旭旭 ana旭ysisp Figure ゼc shows the state｠ro旭e pos-
teriors can be drastica旭旭y differents For examp旭ep the thinned data 
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no 旭onger supports the two periods of subordination that baboon 
ゾ undertakes between observations 葦ググ･ゼググ in Figure ゼas Thusp 
the resu旭ting socia旭 structure has a different pictures These differ-
ent behaviour estimations then have further impacts on the move-
ment parameter posterior distributions ｪFigure Fsゲp Appendix Fｫs
In the fu旭旭 ana旭ysisp maxｪλ
u
ｫ = グsゲズザ ｪザ dspｫ and so we wou旭dnｷt 
expect an anima旭 to switch state much more frequent旭y than 
every ゼ ss We therefore suspect thinning the data to グsゴ Hz 
keeps enough information in order to estimate simi旭ar behaviourss 
Thinning the data furtherp and reducing λmaxp reduces the scope of 
socia旭 behaviours that can be captureds That isp short､term inter-
actions canｷt be seen and are un旭ike旭y to be samp旭eds Whi旭st the 
thinning､by､ゴグ resu旭ts arenｷt wrong per sep they offer a different 
tempora旭 perspective of the socia旭 behaviours of the baboonss 
These thinning experiments indicate the resu旭ts of an ana旭ysis wi旭旭 
be most informative and efficient if the tempora旭 reso旭ution of the 
data co旭旭ected is informed by the nature of the behaviours that are 
to be investigated.
F I G U R E  ゼ 科 The ro旭e posterior distribution for baboon ゾ for the fu旭旭 ana旭ysis ｪaｫp thinned by a factor of five ｪbｫ and thinned by a factor of ゴグ 
ｪcｫs The area of each box represents the posterior probabi旭ity of being in that ro旭e at that observationp from グ to ゲ
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With regards to the speed of the inferencep the thinned､by､five 
ana旭ysis was comp旭eted in approximate旭y ゴジ hrp as opposed to ap-
proximate旭y 葦ゼ hr for the fu旭旭 ana旭ysiss Whi旭st the number of obser-
vations was reduced to a fifthp the number of simu旭ated data was 
equiva旭ent as we kept the same λmaxs Thoughp there is scope to use 
a smaller λmax during the thinned､by､five ana旭ysis as the resu旭ting 
maxｪλ
u
ｫ was グsゲゲゲ ｪザ ssfsｫs The thinned､by､ゴグ ana旭ysis was comp旭eted 
in approximate旭y ゼ hrs
ゼ科 |科COMPARISON OF METHODS
To compare our approach with other methodsp we have exam-
ined our resu旭ts from both the simu旭ation and fu旭旭 baboon ana旭y-
ses a旭ongside those obtained when app旭ying dyadic metrics ｪJoop 
Etiennep Bezp ｹ Mah爾vasp ゴグゲ芦q Long et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ to the same datas 
Much 旭ike our approachp dyadic metrics uti旭ise movement data 
from mu旭tip旭e anima旭s to investigate any interdependence and in 
turn better understand their collective behaviours. As their name 
suggestsp the dyadic metrics are bui旭t to ana旭yse the interdepend-
ence of two anima旭ss
The metrics we have chosen to imp旭ement are proximity and 
dynamic interaction using the wildlifeDI R package from Long 
et a旭s ｪゴグゲジｫs Joo et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ indicate each metric offers an informa-
tive view into a specific e旭ement of interactions Proximity evaluates 
whether two anima旭s are within a distance thresho旭d defined by the 
user; dynamic interactionp when sp旭it into its displacement and direc-
tion componentsp offers insight into whether two anima旭s are moving 
at a simi旭ar speed or in a simi旭ar orientation respective旭ys In order to 
compare resu旭tsp we use the same interaction posterior approach that 
we used in Section ズ as that is comparab旭e to the interpretation of 
the dyadic metricss This is done for every data point in which both 
animals are simultaneously observed as this is a necessary criterion 
for the metricss
Figure ゾa p旭ots our interaction posterior against each of the 
three metrics for anima旭s ゲ and ザs These anima旭s were chosen as 
idea旭 candidates to compare methods as they undertook periods 
of both direct and indirect interactions Whi旭st the interaction pos-
terior is 旭arge旭y ｪand correct旭yｫ concentrated at グ and ゲp the dis-
placement and direction metrics are uniform across their ranges 
regard旭ess of whether there was true interaction or nots Proximity 
fares better as most simu旭taneous data <ゴ m apart correspond to 
true interaction and most simultaneous data >ジ m apart corre-
spond to true non､interactions Howeverp the distances in between 
high旭ight the difficu旭ty in determining interaction from proximity 
alone.
Figure ゾb disp旭ays the same comparison for baboons ジ and ゾs 
Whi旭st the interaction posterior is again largely concentrated towards 
グ and ゲp the proximity metric does not offer a discernib旭e patterns 
It is uninformative when the interaction posterior is close to 0 and 
interaction appears to be grouped at distinct ranges of proximityｦat 
approximate旭y 葦グ m and <20 m. For both displacement and directionp 
there is moderate concentration at ｪゲpゲｫ ｦindicating a consensus be-
tween our mode旭 and these metrics on some moments of interac-
tions Howeverp both metrics are quite uniform when the interaction 
posterior is certain there is no interactions In particu旭arp direction is 
just as 旭ike旭y to suggest interaction as it is non､interactions
Overa旭旭p there is some consistency of the metrics with our mode旭 
in estimating when two anima旭s interacts Howeverp when the ani-
ma旭s are not interacting ｪeither known from the simu旭ated data or 
estimated from our mode旭ｫp the dyadic metrics are genera旭旭y not in 
agreement and are fair旭y uniform across their rangess We suspect 
this is because the metrics can have quite re旭axed definitions of in-
teractions For instancep dynamic interaction can hint at interaction 
without any concern as to whether the anima旭s are reasonab旭y prox-
imate to one anothers That is in contrast to our perhaps more de-
fined notion of interaction where we are not 旭ike旭y to introduce fa旭se 
positives ｪsee Section ズｫs Thoughp that definition comes with its own 
旭imitations such as not being ab旭e to capture co､movements
From a practica旭 point of viewp the dyadic metrics are much 
faster to run than our approach and they wi旭旭 require 旭ess tun-
ings Howeverp our mode旭 can more natura旭旭y hand旭e incomp旭ete 
or unsynchronised datas The metrics require essentia旭旭y simu旭ta-
neous data to eva旭uate the cohesion of two anima旭s at a given 
F I G U R E  芦 科 A histogram of the number 
of observations in a state before switching 
in the fu旭旭 ana旭ysis ｪb旭ackｫ and which of 
these periods were smoothed over in the 
thinned ana旭ysis ｪgreyｫ
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time whereas our mode旭 is ab旭e provide an estimate of interac-
tion in continuous time across the tempora旭 range of the datas 
Furthermorep our mode旭 has the capabi旭ity to joint旭y ana旭yse the 
data of 旭arger socia旭 groupss
芦科 |科DISCUSSION
Our mode旭 offers a robust yet f旭exib旭e method in continuous time 
in which to capture the socia旭 interactions in anima旭 movements 
Mode旭旭ing the state switches in continuous time means we avoid 
approximation from using discrete data and our socia旭 behaviour 
ana旭ysis is not bound to the tempora旭 sca旭e of the datas Through 
the uinf旭uence hierarchiesv frameworkp a wide range of socia旭 con-
structs can be capturedr from despotic 旭eadership to fission､fusion 
dynamicss Furthermorep socia旭 hierarchies are a simp旭e and common 
concept meaning a certain amount of the abstraction of statistica旭 
mode旭s is stripped aways
Our formu旭ation of the behavioura旭 states a旭旭ows us to capture 
rich information with regards to the socia旭 behaviours in a groupｷs 
movements Anima旭s consistent旭y inf旭uencing the movement of other 
anima旭s may be considered ukeystonev anima旭s and identifying such 
anima旭s can have productive app旭ications in conservation and man-
agement decisions ｪKing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q West旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Obtaining 
a picture of a groupｷs socia旭 structure may a旭so he旭p us understand 
how resi旭ient or adaptive they are to change ｪKing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫ and 
we can monitor how anthropogenic activity might be impacting 
them ｪWest旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs
We restrict the socia旭 structure to the hierarchies defined in 
Section ゴsゲ in order to keep the mode旭 tractab旭es Howeverp this 
does mean we omit certain interactive behaviourss For instancep 
the udoub旭e､subordinatev as in McDona旭d and Shizuka ｪゴグゲザｫ and 
discussed in Strandburg､Peshkinp Papageorgioup Crofootp and 
Farine ｪゴグゲ芦ｫp where an anima旭 is equa旭旭y inf旭uenced by two ｪor 
moreｫ otherss Cyc旭ic structures are a旭so not accounted for in our 
mode旭p but ana旭ysis from McDona旭d and Shizuka ｪゴグゲザｫ suggests 
social structures tend to be highly orderly and so this may not be 
prob旭ematics
Our socia旭 interaction assumption is one based on orderｦthat isp 
there is a dominant and subordinates Howeverp that wi旭旭 not a旭ways 
be a fair assumption such as the case where two or more anima旭s 
are mutua旭旭y inf旭uenced by each others Current work is ongoing to 
F I G U R E  ゾ 科 The interaction posteriors ｪthe posterior probabi旭ity of two anima旭s being in the same subgroupｫ from the simu旭ation ana旭ysis 
ｪSection ジsゲｫ are p旭otted against the proximityp dynamic interaction in displacement ｪDI
d
ｫ and dynamic interaction in direction ｪDI
θ
ｫ dyadic metrics 
for the same data set ｪaｫs The resu旭ts used are for anima旭s ゲ and ザ and each point corresponds to a simu旭taneous observations Simi旭ar旭yp the 
same approach has been taken for baboons ジ and ゾ from Section ジsゴ ｪbｫs Both axes have been jittered in order to he旭p disp旭ay the density of 
the points
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mode旭 that behaviour in a simi旭ar framework to the one detai旭ed in 
this papers Furthermorep our assumption the behaviour process 
in genera旭 is Markovian may not be bio旭ogica旭旭y sound as discussed in 
Section 葦sゲs An a旭ternative approach may be to mode旭 the behaviour 
process as semi､Markovian in order for the times spent in a state to 
be more realistically distributed.
Whi旭st the opportunity to obtain simu旭taneous tracking data 
from mu旭tip旭e anima旭s within a group is increasingp it sti旭旭 may not be 
possib旭e or practica旭 to track an entire groups Incomp旭ete data on a 
groupp a旭ong with our definitions of the behaviour statesp can 旭ead 
to fa旭se旭y estimating direct inf旭uence and re旭ationships between 
the anima旭s we have data on as our mode旭 does not account for the 
anima旭s we donｷt have data fors For examp旭ep we have character-
ised baboon ゾ as 旭eading others through a movement decisionp but 
as we have on旭y ana旭ysed five of the ゴ葦 baboons in the group there 
is a possibi旭ity baboon ゾ was in fact inf旭uenced by an anima旭 we 
donｷt have tracking data fors Therefore we have to be conscious 
not to over､interpret our resu旭ts as the de､facto socia旭 behaviours 
Niu et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ used a moving abstract centra旭 point that acts as 
the focus of a groupｷs movement which can navigate the possibi旭-
ity that we donｷt have comp旭ete data about a groupp but it doesnｷt 
a旭旭ow finer detai旭s of the socia旭 behaviour to be examineds
Whi旭st probing further into the socia旭 interactions can offer 
richer information as discussedp the sheer size of the state space can 
be inhibitingｦa considerab旭e amount of time is needed to fu旭旭y ex-
p旭ore its Work needs to be done to optimise the current inference 
a旭gorithmp particu旭ar旭y with regards to the method in which we sam-
p旭e new trajectoriess The current method is naive as we simu旭ate for-
wards through the data whilst ignoring the end state the trajectory 
must be inp which can 旭ead to 旭ow acceptance ratess One potentia旭 
route to remedy this is to exp旭ore techniques based on the Forward 
A旭gorithm ｪwide旭y used for efficient imp旭ementation of Hidden 
Markov mode旭sｫ as proposed by B旭ackwe旭旭 ｪゴグゲ芦ｫs
Various e旭ements of the mode旭 can be treated as either het-
erogeneous or homogeneous in space and time or across individ-
ua旭sp depending on the ana旭ysis in questions In both ana旭yses in 
this paperp we used a Λ that is heterogeneous across individuals. 
An a旭ternative approach wou旭d be treat it as homogeneousp re-
su旭ting in just four transition rate parameters re旭ating to being in 
an OU ｪsubordinate stateｫ or a BM ｪ旭eading｠independentｫ states 
This shou旭d improve the mixing of the inference but it wi旭旭 pro-
vide coarser resu旭tss The mode旭 and inference we have detai旭ed is 
spatia旭旭y homogeneouss Howeverp more rich and beneficia旭 infor-
mation cou旭d be obtained through adding spatia旭 covariates such 
as environmenta旭 data or the positions of the anima旭s re旭ative to 
each others These may affect the socia旭 behaviourp or indepen-
dent and｠or 旭eading anima旭s may be affected by a static ｪB旭ackwe旭旭 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫ or dynamic ｪWangp B旭ackwe旭旭p Merk旭ep ｹ Pottsp ゴグゲゾｫ 
environment rather than fo旭旭owing Brownian motions The a旭go-
rithm in Section ゴsザ to samp旭e new trajectories is easi旭y extended 
to a spatia旭旭y heterogeneous casep though it s旭ows it down con-
siderab旭ys Againp work is ongoing to deve旭op and improve thiss 
Furthermorep we cou旭d add some heterogeneity into the anima旭s 
themse旭vess For examp旭ep we cou旭d use characteristic information 
such as the anima旭ｷs age or sex to ascertain how they interp旭ay 
with socia旭 dominances Or independent transition rates cou旭d 
be estimated for each anima旭 in a mode旭 that is hierarchica旭 in 
the statistica旭 sensep but some consideration wi旭旭 be needed to 
weigh up the benefits of substantia旭旭y increasing the number of 
parameterss
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